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'Ibasurements of the vertical' distr,3.bution of liquid water 
concentration and drop size have'been made in winter stratus 
clouds in the absence of significant cyclonic or frontal 
activity. The observations indicate that the clouds are 
formed by turbulent mixing of the lower layers of the atmos- 
phere, resulting in a region of constant specific humidity and 
adiabatic lapse rates; Calculations based on these character- 
istics were used to c,ondtruct a graph,which gives the liquid 
water concentration In terms of the temperature at the cloud 
base and the height above the base. In clouds from which no 
snow was falling, the measured value8 were in good agreement 
with those giV8n by the graph, Snowfall was found to deplete 
the liquid water content especially in the lower part of the 
cloud layer, causing dissipation of the cloud from the base 
upwards. 

Th8 technique used for measuring drop sizes gives-only 
the maximum size present and hence only minimum value8 for the 
number of drops. The results obtained are consistent with the 
theory that the number of drops per unit volume is constant 
within the cloud .and the size distribution is more uniform in 
the upper layers. . 
6 

Reasonable assumptions concerning maximum cloud thickness 
lead to the conclusion that the liquid water concentratfon at 
temoeratures b8lOW freezing in nOnCyClOnia 5tratUS .Will not 
exceed 1.5 gram8 per cubic meter. 

i 

IThis report was prepared by Xr. Lewis in collaboration with 
the staff of the Ames La3oratory during a period of active 
partic&ation by &!rr Lewis in the NACA icing research 
program 
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In order to kstablish i retional basis-for the efficient 
design of thermal ice-Drevetition systems' for airplanes the 
Ames Aeronautical Labo>atori. of th&Kational. Advisory bommittee 
for Aeronautics 'hag undortaken'an e>L~eriment~l f?vektLgntion 
of the mteorolo~fcal cond..itions conducive to the formt2on of 
ice on aircraft. A c-46 airplane %RG been oqui~?ed. to measure 
free -w.ater; ‘e,ir, t,e&x?ctum,. and drag .~lze ini clouds: The 
r8ej.Q~,av'of: Qm 
duritq the~~~~k:~-. . . 

fyy4;a.t 0, r and tern?cre.ture' measurements made 
sea?on ha~e.been resorted iti reference IC ,. 

.. . . ,, <. -..i- +. - A~Z’AXAT’JS . AXD XElTYOD . ; 
., . . ; + ; ..; : ., -.. . . . _ 

.~.!AFrl~-enge~ature'~~. frc.e ~:~ltei. concentration kre measured 
efis,arat4a~~g,,l?y.,.t~e. earna. r,ethod!p dl.~ous~~d~~b~ Hardy; in rcftor- 
ence.. l* 1: The-rqmxrks oontainod thorein.qply equally-to ,tha '. 
present .investilgatfon..oxc~:pt tha t- the de?+point meter has 
been modified to function as ein aut%na.Zic instrument. The 
.lT@2tho& ~0nsi.Eltc.d. of-measuring ,the deN:pofnt oFa. saxgle of 
eir.~?hLch.:had bce,p heated enough to evaporate-al.1 the fro8 .' 
Water.' Thc.~diPferone.e.bc?~~lc~n thiesdew p'oint &x5 the freed 
air tem+rature as measured t;:ith ,a mercuryiini@ass. thermoln- 
eter, corrected. for kinetic heating due to the ~pced of the. 
airnlane *a. ..-c . . . . . . . . . I. . . .!... FQG used to calculate the free vator concentration, . . . I. ..v..s. . . .,.-..- -. -- ..-4. .-. -_ " r. . . I . . - ."- .- . . -_, 

; ,Drop:sizgs were me.a.sured by means of a cylinder pThj_ch 
was-covered prith-blue;?rint $aper.and @x?;otided fora few. 
aeoonds..into tbe.air strc~n M.th~its axis normEl to-the'. 
direction of motion. A k-inch-diameter cylinder wa6:chosen 
,gjxce'*.tt'~-~$,~ ~bg-~~g& t'~'"i;ite'g,gu'yB a.psp dl'Me$ere' r_rofi -g 'to 35 ' 
microns at s7ced.e from 120 to 200 miles ?8r 3our. The blue- 
print. gaper us exposed to light Just prior to use to malse it 

c 
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ICING PROPERTIES-OF NONCYCLONIC 
WINTER STRATUS CLOUDS 

By T'rilliam Lewis1 

Measurements of the vertical distribution of liquid water 
concentration and drop size have been made in winter stratus 
Clouds in the absence .of signiffcant cyclonic or frontal 
activity. The observations indicate that the Clouds are 
formed by turbulent mixing of the lower layers of the atmos- 
phere, resulting in a region of constant specific humidity and 
adiabatic la,pse rates. Calculations based on these character- 
istics were used to construct a graph whfch gives the liquid 
water concentration in terms of t;ne temperature at the cloud 
base and the height above the base. In clouds from which no 
8now was falling, the measured values were in good agreement 
with those given by the graph. Snowfall was found to deplete 
the liquid water content especially in the lower part of the 
cloud layer, causing dissipation of the cloud from the base 
upwards. 

The technique used for measuring dro7 sixes gives only The technique used for measuring dro7 sixes gives only 
the maximum size present and hence only minimum values for the the maximum size present and hence only minimum values for the 
number of-drops. number of-drops. The results obtained are consistent with the The results obtained are consistent with the 
thecry that the number of drODB per unit volume 1s constant thecry that the number of dr0pB per unit volume 1s constant 
within The cloud and the size distribution is more uniform in within The cloud and the size-distribution is more uniform in 
the upQer layers. 

Reeaonable assumptions concerning maximum cloud thickness 
lead to the conclusion that the liquid water concentration at 
temperatures below freezing in noncyclonic stratus will not 
exceed 1.5 grams per Cub&c meter. 

. 
. 

'Tb.is reD.ort was preDared by 1k. Lewis in collaboration with 
the ata?f of the"Amks Laboratory during a qeriod of active 
partiC'.pation by Kr. Lewis in the NACA icing research 
program. 
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INTRODUCTION . 
In order to establish a rational basis for the efficient 

design of thermal ice-prevention systems for airplanes the 
Ames-Aeronautical Laboratory of the National Advisory bommittee 
for Aeronautics hae undertaken an e~erimental investigation 
of the meteorological conditions conducive to the formation of 
ice on aircraft. A c-46 airplane has been equig?ed to meaeure 
f$ee water, air temperature, and drop size in clouds. The 
re8ults of the free-water and tem:?erature measurements made 
during the 19&3-%~ seacon have been reported in reference 1. 

. 

The DrinciTal physical factors determining icing 
conditions are temperature, liquid water concentration, and 
drop size. Tne meteorological conditione of icing involve the 
distribution of these ghyBiCa1 variables within cloud8 and 
precipitation of various t:??es in various synogtlc lceather 
situations. Thi8 report !3reeent8 results of obeervatione of 
the distribution of liquid water concentration and drop size 
in w-inter 8tratUB clouds in the absence of BigniffCant frontal 
or cyclonic activity. The observations were made near 
Minneagoli8, Minn., in November and December, 29at-r 

. 

APPARATUS AXD METROD 
. 

Air temperature and free water concentration Trere measured 
essentially by the same methods discustied by Hardy in refor- 
ence 1. The remark8 contained therein apply equally to the 
prosent investigation except that the de?+point meter has 
been modified to function aB an automatic inetrument. The 
method consisted of measuring the dew point of a samls of 
air which had been heated enough to evaporate all the free 
water. The difference betrgecn this dew point and the free- 
air temperature a~ measured with a mercury-in-glass thermal+ 
eter, corrected for kinetic heating due to the speed. of the 
airplane, was used to calculate the free water concentration. 

Drop BizeB were mee.sured by nemG of a cylinder r?hich 
was covered with blueprint paper and extended for a few 
BecondB into the air stream PTith its axis normal to the 
direction of motion. A "inch-diameter cylinder wa8 chosen 
since it can be used to measure drop diameter8 from d to 35 
microns at speed@ from 120 to 200 miles per hour. The blue 
print paper p:as exposed to light just prior to u8e to make it 

. 

, 

. 
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. 
. sensitive to small amounts of moi8turoi The impingement of 

drops on the cylinder caused vetting of a strip along the -rind- ' 
, ward side which waB identified by a change of color of the 

. blueprint paper. Aocordinff to the theory of the movement of 
drops around a oylinder aeldeveloped by Glauert (reference 21, 
the width of the area of impingement of dro;js 38 a function of 
the airspeed, the drop size, and the diameter of the cylinder. 
Data. from Glauert ts paper, corrected for deviation8 from 
Stokes* law, were UBed to dralq a set of curve8 trhich give the 
drop diameter directly from the Mdth of the area cf impinge-- 
ment and the airspeed. These curves determine the diameter 
with an accuracy of about &2 percent; however, it mu&t be kept 
in mind that th88e reeult8 contain &ny error6 that may be 
present in Glauertle data. ' This method gives only the eize of 
the largest drop8 that are pre8ent in 8ufficient quantity to 
affect the blueprint paper and tells nothing directly about 
the size dietribution. 

The quantity used in thie renort to represent drop 8i,Ze is 
the mass of one drop times lOa. This quantity, which 18 
deeignated WlOO, repreeent8 the liquid -&ater concentration 

, in gram8 ?er cubic meter' of a cloud having 100 8uch Crops per 
cubic centimeter. If the drags are all the eame 8ize, cthe 
number of drogB_.perccubic centimete r is obtained by dividing . the measured liquid vateer by VlOO. If the Bize distribution . is not uniform, the calculated number of drops will be too 
small. 

The data t"ere collected by flying the airplane in a circle 
at conetant rate of climb from a point in the'clear.air below, 
the cloud (when pO88ibl8) to a point above the cloud.top* 
Readings of all inetrumenta Tqere taken frequently during the 
climb and the reeulting values were alotted asain8t altitude, 
Similar readings t*ere made i'n descent through the.'dlaud layer. 

KETEOROLOGICAL DISCUSSION 

The temperature and .deor-point. curveB obtained .aa.p,re- 
viou~ly outlined 8upgort the view 'that these etratus clouda 
are formed at the top of.the surface turbulence layer at 2000 ',, 
to 4000 feet above the ground a8 c result of the downbard eddy . flux of heat and upward flux of moisture. Once conden8ation 

* ha8 begun, radiation,fron the uy?er Furface of the cloud8 pro- 
vides additional cooling, which cav.ser the cloud layer to, 

; 
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increaee in thickness and intensifies the verti.cal mixing 
which maintains adiabatic Lapee rates frcm the ground to the 
top of the cloud. The radiational cooling of the cloud layer 
also 8erves to eetabligh and maintain a sharp temperature 
invereion at the cloud top which wtablishea an upper limit to 
the turbulent and convective mixing and thus prevents lose of 
moisture to the drier layers aloft: The structure of this 
noncyclonio winter stratue 9p very stmllar to that crf the 
summer stratus of the Pacific and Gulf ccaett~. 

Since the moiet layer is characterized by nearly complete 
adiabatic mixing, it followa that the liquid. water concen- 
tration at any point in the cloud may be calmlated by 
considering an air parcel lifted ad$abatically from the conden- 
sation level. The free r!-ater is found by taking the change in 
saturation mixing ratio, which re>resents the amount of . 
condensed water in grams per kilogram of dry air and can be 
read from a peeudoadiabatic chart, and multiplying it by the 
number of kilograms of dry air per- cubic meter of eaturated 
air to obtain the liquid water concentration in grams per cubic 
meter. The resultn of fruch calculations when the conCen@ation 
preeeure ie taken as gg0 millibars (31:.5 ft -pressure altitude) 
are preeented in figure 1. A similar chart (fig* 2) VraS 
prepared for a condensation 3reBsure of g50 millibars 
(4.780 ft, presmre altitude). The two charts give the Game 
values for liquid water ooncentration to M.thin 0.1 gram per 
cubic meter for all values of condensation temperature below. 
freezing and cloud thickness leee than liOO0 feet. Thfs shower 
that the actual elevation of .the cloud bar;e, or condensation 
level, ia of little impcrtanceand the significant factors 
are the temperature at the cloud baee and the hetght above 
the cloud bage. 

&ccording to the generally accepted t%eory of atmo!oe?heric 
condensation as pree-ented by Petterseen (ref-erence I!) and 
Simpson (reference 5;), the number of drops per unit volume in 
a cloud IS determined by the number and size distribution of 
the hygroscopic nuclei preeent-and the rate of cooling at the 
time of condensation. If cooling is very slot*, only elight 
supereaturation ~111 occur and. only the large& nuclei trill 
become-.effective as centers af condensation, while more rapid 
cooling prodxcse a higheLdegree of eupersatura$&on.and a 
larger number of nuclei become active. As coo-ling continues, 
the number of drope remaina constant ?:hile the liquid Tqater 
concentration and drop size increaee together. Calculations 
made by Petterssen (reference 4) using an equation developed 

. 
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by Houghton show that a% the drops groT' the size becomes more 
uniform. These facts sug;gcst,.therePore, that the use of the 
cylinder method in the determination of drop size will produce 
data >rhich are a good approximation of the average drop size 
at the cloud top, but which indicate drop sizes considerably 
larger than the average near the base of the cloud. This 
results in velues of W, the number of drops ger cub'ic centi- 
meter, schich are apnroximataly correct in the top of the cloud 
and too small in the lower portions.. Aesunin$ that the actual 
number of drops Ter unit volume is constant throughout the 
cloud, the value of N calculated for the tipper -art may be 
used with the-measured values of liquid crater content for the 
entire layer to obtain a good ap?roxisation of the average 
drop size. 

FfJi33LTS AND DISC3SSIOM 

9epresentative temperature, dep: point, liquid water, and 
drop-size data as obtained during four flights through non- 
cyclonic stratus cZoude are preean'ded in figure 3. The value B 
of 'TLOO obtained frcm individual observations have been 
plotted andare represented by a faired curve. Algo presented 
in figure 3 are the"droglet diameters in microns and value8 
of N, both of which have been computed from the faired curve 
of Vl(-JO' and the averare droa diameter aF calculated cn the 
,?afmmptiQn that the value of %I? measured at the top of the 
cloud is the true value -for the entire cloud layer. 

During flight 126 (fig. 3(a)), the cloud base was very 
indcfinitc and t'ne lapse rate-in that vicinity was less than 
the adiabatic, indicating incompILe>e mixirg. The values of. 
liquid water concentration, determined from figure 1, yrere 
lover than the measured value@ necar the top of the*cloud and 
higher ne,ar the base* The dLfferencee, holTever; are not large? 
than the uncertainty of.neasurement. The increase of N from 
the base to the to? of the cloud layer may be knter?reted 
either as a real increase in number of drops or a more homo- 
geneous size diatributfon in the cl.oud to2, The data are not 
inconsistent t&th the drop-gize theory given above but do not 
give-positive proof of its correctness, 

The cloud base T:rae not reached on- flight 127 (fig. 3(b)) 
aa it rqaa below the lor:-er limit of safe flI&t altitude, but 
it was approximately determined from surface reporta as at 
about 1200 feet altitude. This gives a total cloud thickness 
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of about 1000 feet and a calculated maximum li-quid Tfator 
concentration of 0.39 grams-per cubic meter as compared with 
0.43 as measured with the dew-point instrument. In this- 
flight the dAta indicate a nearly uniform number of drogx! 
but data are available only for the upper haif of the cloud. 

The air-temperature and de?+point values were much lower 
(10' F to 20' F) on flight 123 (fig. 3(c)) than on the previ- 
ously discussed flights. At.theee temperatures it $s.likely 
that the deposit on the mirror of the dew-point instrument was 
oomgosed of frost instead of d.ew. Since a cloud containing 
liquid orator drops is assumed saturated 14th roppect to liquid 
water in calculating the fret-o!atcr from the des&point data, 
the dew point rather than the frost point must be ueed. The 
dew-point meter readings were Wherefore corrected by sub- 
tracting the difference betvreen the saturation.tem:>eratures 
with respect to foe and water. This flight was conducted 
after snow had begun to fall from the cloud layer. En order 
to interpret the date., then consideration must be given to 
the effect of snow on the liquid water concentration in the 
clouds and on the accuracy of the measurements. 

The Effect of Snow on the Measurement of Liquid Plater 

Since the dew-point meter measures the detr pofnt of a 
ample of air into %?hlch all the free crater has been 
evaporated, the free-water content values obtained in this 
way represent the total of snotr end liquid water unless a 
correction is made. This was done by aaPuming that all the 
free water measured at the altitude of the aloud base Taras 
in the form of snow and that no snow was greeent at the cloud 
top. A straight line was drev?n betvreen-these two points to 
represent what the dew poirxt.yould have been i" no snovr had 4 - .- - ' ..-- ..:...- : - 
been Treeent. This dew-point curve was used in calculating 
the liquid water concentration. 

The Effect of Snow on the Liquid Water Content 

It is not known at present whether snowflakes are formed 
as a result of the freezing of water drops or by deposition 
of vapor-on separate nuclei but in either case it. is likely 
that they formwith some>rhat greater frequency in the upper 
portions of the cloud where the temperature is lo?qer. 

, 

. 
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Wherever they form, they grow rapidly, due to the vapor pressure 
difference between ice and prater, and fall through the cloud 
aB they gro~r. This results in a higher concentration of snow- 
flakes and more rapiddde~l-etion of liquid water in the lower 
layers of the cloud, which results in raieing the cloud base. 
During the early stagek_oof th$s g-rqce.ss, the liquid water 
concentration near the top of the cloud >?here there has been 
little depletion may be considerably greater than would-be 
expected from figure 1, since the.cloud base no longer 
represents the mixing condensation level. This flight is an 
example of such a-situation. The. 1i.qU.d T:ater Condentration 
is only 0.51 gram Ter cubic meter as in@ceted.b.y figure 1, 
while the measured value is 0.731- 

The drop sizes ob.served on this relight also are consistent 
with the idea of a uniform number of droDs wit-h a nonunifor+ 
size distribution in the lower layers. 

Snow had been falling for several hours >-revious to flight 
130 (fig. 3(d)) and'all.the liquid water had turned to snow 
except for a thin layer in the top of the.cloud. The clouds 
broke up' soon a?ter'the flight. The liquid water and drop 
size data sho5;r that the last remnants of liquid trater in a 
cloud Qrhich turns to snow are in the topmost layer. 

Since noncyclonic stratus clouds are formed Frithin the 
surface turbulence layer, the thickness of this layer sets an 
upper limit to the thickness of the cloud layer. The 'highest 
stratus ton encountered was at an altitude of 5300 feet which 
was about 1'. ,500 feet above the groun.d:- It is believed that this 
is about the upper limit of the height of-the tops of clouds 
of this ty:e,, The maximtim:thicl-sees obeerved.wag 2900 feet;. 
There is much bbserv$tional -evidence to-Lsuppc$t'the view that ' ' 
very low bases are seldom encountered in stratus when the tops 
are relatively high. It seems reasonable,then.to assume a 
case with a top k500 feet above the ground p,nd a layer 3000 ‘ 
feet thick ?s representing a good ap?rqxihation to the most 
unfavorable cohdition likely to be met. Figure 4 shopTs the 
relatfon betb+een liquid water concentration and-temperature 
at' the top of -8 3000-foot lp.yer. glais shows a water content 
of 1.5 grams per cubic meter at,32Y, .which is the highest 
that is likely to occur at freezing temperatures. It should 
be noted that the formation of enow is much more likely at 
temperatures beloT*7 15O F, making the ex+stence of thick p:ater 
clouds less likely at these temperatures. 

1 

. 
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CONCLUDING REXARKS . 

Observations made in noncyclonic winter stratus clouds 
indicate that If snow is not falling, the liquid water concen- . 
tration cnn be approximately determined from the tompcrature 
of the base and the thickness of the layer by assuming molst- 
adiabatic lapee rate and constant total water content trithin 
tho cloud. 

The observations of drop size PJV not inconsistent with 
the theory that the number of drops per unit volume is constant 
throughout the layer and the size distribution is more uniform 
In the top than near the barn.. 

The effect of snowfall is a progrcscivc depletion of 
liquid water starting at the cloud base and continuing until 
only a thin layer of liquid water romeins Ln the top of the 
cloud. 

Calculations based on reasonable aepumptions concerning 
maximum cloud thickness show that the liquid water concen- 
tration in noncyclonic stratus clouds is not likely to exceed - 
1.5 grams per cubic meter at tempora~bclow freezing. 

. 
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory 

Nntlonal Advisory CommiCtec for Aeronautics, 
Moffctt Field, Cctlif., June 1947. 
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Figure 4. - Conditions to be expected at the top of .a 3000-foot cloud 
layer. Representing the probable maximum intensity of icing 
conditions in noncgclonic stratus clouds. 
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